This research involved studies of the magnetic properties of multilayered magnetic films. Ultra high vacuum sputtering techniques were utilized to prepare the films. The physics of the Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) and multilayer exchange coupling was investigated by precise measurements of the GMR in both anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) states. It was found that the AMR affected the GMR by altering the electron mean free path. A Boltzmann equation approach was found to qualitatively predict the results.
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I. Statement of Work

The fundamental goal of this research program is to develop advanced thin film preparation techniques to prepare high quality multilayered and single layer thin films to investigate the fundamental transport properties of magnetic single layers and multilayers. In particular the relation between the giant magnetoresistance phenomenon and the anisotropic magnetoresistance were investigated. The experimental investigative tools include low and high angle X-ray analysis for film characterization and magnetotransport and SQUID magnetometry for the transport studies. This grant is an AASERT grant and the funds covered the salary and research expenses of Brad Miller.

II. Accomplished Research

As a mechanism of describing this research, we will list and discuss the publications which have been either published, submitted for publication, or are currently in draft form.


A number of workers have measured giant magnetoresistance (GMR) samples with rather low values of the GMR. An accurate determination of the GMR in these samples requires one to separate the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) contribution from the measured magnetotransport properties. In this work, we develop a technique which accurately separates the AMR and the GMR in measurements. This technique is applicable for the case where the AMR is unaffected by the GMR scattering phenomena or, at least, in the case of small GMR. The general applicability of this technique will be determined by a detailed understanding of the high resistance GMR state.
B. "Dependence of the Anisotropic Magnetoresistance on Aspect Ratio in Cobalt Films," by Mark Tondra, Brad Miller, and E. Dan Dahlberg, abstract submitted for consideration of publication. (A paper which obtained similar findings was published shortly after we submitted this work and we felt it appropriate to withdraw this from further consideration).

The anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) is defined as the asymmetry in the electrical transport with the current parallel and perpendicular to the magnetization of the sample. This work shows that in large area samples, say a square for instance, with inline contacts, the measured AMR is less than the intrinsic AMR of the material. Essentially what occurs is that at the injection point for the current, the current spreads to fill the space available to minimize the current density. This means that the current does not flow exactly parallel to the line of contacts but has components perpendicular also. As the width of the sample increases with fixed contact separation the measured AMR decreases. At fixed width, the measured AMR decreases as the distance between the like polarity (either positive or negative) current and voltage contacts is reduced. This work impacts both basic research designs and device work. In particular, it shows that for experiments on the spin valve effect (SVE), that large square samples with either contacts in the corners or inline contacts reduce any potential error in the SVE determination arising from the AMR; the SVE is an isotropic magnetoresistance phenomena and is thus unaffected by the aspect ratio of the sample other than the conventional geometrical factors.

C. “The effect of ion implant damage on the exchange coupling and magnetotransport in magnetic multilayers,” M. Tondra, B. Miller, and E. Dan Dahlberg, manuscript in preparation.

For the purpose of developing practical devices and as a mechanism to alter the giant magnetoresistance effect and the exchange coupling in magnetic multilayers, inert gas ions were implanted for controlled damage. With complete magnetic, structural, and magnetotransport measurements between increasing the ion doses, the systematics of many of the interesting phenomena occurring in magnetic multilayers has been investigated. Included in this study is the resistivity, the anisotropic magnetoresistance, the giant magnetoresistance, the Hall effect, the extraordinary Hall effect, the exchange coupling between the layers, the coercivity, and the value of the saturation magnetization.

The usual technique for determination of the antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic (AF/F) exchange coupling is to measure the reverse coercivity of the pinned film. In this work, we found this measures only a lower limit for the pinning field. A more accurate measurement of the exchange coupling is measurements of the low field dependent small rotation of the pinned layer. Simply put, the reverse field coercivity measures a threshold a complex wall nucleation process, not the actual pinning. Our technique accurately determines the exchange and not the nucleation process. In addition, we have found an effective stiffness of the films by correlating a spiral length scale for a magnetization rotation as a function of the thickness of the films.


Accurate measurements of the giant magnetoresistance states in each of the two anisotropic magnetoresistance states allows a determination of the effect of a small change in the resistivity on the GMR. This provides a simple but controlled mechanism to alter the GMR in various systems. Using this data, we have been able to fit to models for the GMR. Being consistent with the models does not prove them, but does allow us to discard other models. In addition, the use of the models for interpretation of the data implies the interfacial scattering model GMR scattering must occur on a much shorter length scale than previously believed.
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